
Dr. David Unntik 	 4/16/94 
69-780 Stellar Dr., 
honcho 'Mirage, CA 92.!70 

Dear David, 

Thank you for your letter of tip 10th, for taking all tint time and for what you 

say in it. 4nd for reminding me that I once considered that th • autopsy film might 

have been faked. j do not recall that. oupao:m it was bafore read th.Caark panel 

rebort. As I now recall, . nay then have had a question of th, numbers of the film, 

whether there had been more than and accounted for. 

I'u now 81 and I try to spend all the time I can leaving,as much of a record as 

can, se with regard to yaur of er of copies, I'll appreciate them even if 1  do not 

read them, depending on their volume, because I'd like that to be available to the 

students at local good Coll e and for inclusion with all I have when it it.; deposited 

there. 

If you or Gary can print for those highereeolution slides of the X film I'll a4rec-

late printa of what I get into to anse r your question. Perhaps 1  repeat myself but I'd 

rather do' the. than not infer!: you. 

I was nunpicion that all the relevant frames were not pri!ted. 6implo arithmetic 

told me they had not been. So when I published that the Archives was embareassed and 

added th nine frame tlal FA1 h. d not copied for tho Oommisaion to uae and publish. 

They stopped at 334. But there were to have published through 	So 1 studied them 

:with some care blonn up to about 4' in eidth. It is it those nine frames that JPIC is 

seen to start fallinn over on:raelle.,4s he does he turns toward her and the bank of 

his head is risible. It aeteara to be intent. Then- in no visible blood on it, none on 

the shirt or ;locket collars. 

If rot have either a trnacript of ypur conversations with Ebersole or notes on 

them I'd apareeiate copies. Hot for.  more writing, for knowledge. 

Your note oa not beile, able to reproduce those blisters with intense light is 

fascinatiea. Hoe else could they have been made? That is what concerned me about your 

damaging.  your reputation, baned on what 4ereole had testified to. 

You state a provocative question about no obvinusly mianilv tissue at the baan of 

the head. I de urged you and Gary ti find those slides and project thorn. 

What you any about *hat is incu,'J 	on those who say tho X-rays have not been 

Altered .n.honLd also prompt you to exa.ine thou9blidee with care. It is not possible, 

as •uivingeyone says, for that film to have been doctored there.As I told him after he 

saw what I tell YOU about. That ia what persuaded him that I led gang tp rqin 

*de wanted nothing to 0.0 with hint. 64 f  '''41",1 "Ak4'rm4117°Y 7; 4' 1°4 I!'" 
I havea pioture of th,,  J.not of th tie h:fore - thy started taping it apart and re- 

laottirc it. That nick i& at the upp.e.  left eatrene as dotted, not oiler° it was 
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aftar,the FBI started 	with it. If you atop and think about it, whoh/the nurses 
r. 0,e4 

..4-idee from tiv top down awl the bottom mp, holdis7 the tie aiay from th.' body, they 

had a bettor +Alamo or nici_nr: the top of the ]3/4. 

Lattin.21. was transparent from the first. L' not to each Irogible I'd like for 

rilo Mutt shoos he was so gronsly wrong in his I-ray drawings. 

Gn phonin: 	rTr11::.  do foo n number of r aeon, one in that from sleep apnea 

and a prostate condition 	up often and wide a:Jal-a much ton early. The only way 

can get a little more Bleep is otartitv: earlier. I .pri, for 6 pm in bed and once in a while 

malei. it. I'm not not often verd mueb 1-te. And I've fo.nd that.t1;ose early hour; have 

enabled me to be more productive. haver an interruption than! 

lou aro rif;ht on LI* jig :le analysis. I. have it in th. first book. It was finished 

:.n mid,h'ebruary 1%5. lfhon I put it in gmeleal distribution some. of 44varee students 

etised.:M.tria-La:; -1- have ia in jhitewash. But unlike "lvarez, I also used what 

ZayruBer said and what ho said ho say. net  is what "lvaroz did not waht. 

Gary put that 1  staid corrct1::! anl rged. on the screen 4 sate no doPect in the 

back of tn bend and no indi!_ation of onn obscured by hair or—gatiranythiug olse. 

I wr.nt to pose n question for you, 	and others for after you examine those f ew 

framer after 534 and asslimln thlit-Wg'you do not see what I did not see: what does it 

mean and can it be only coincidence that iihanoyf,..dt acrd the FBI dial not print those nine 

frames for publication. Ftir publication that would dispute tho story about what 
tv-NAI 

JFK. Bb xi in on the confe7.•ences Specter had whit his expert Bud, he knee the basic 

conclusion:; end what tho autopoy proctocol said. 

An imediate question, I w-uld:  think, is can he have had a shot hit him there and 

moss than 20 frames later have it invisible? 

J- believe, as I wrote, th:t a bullet struck in the front of the head or TyOard 

tn.e front and was of entir.ly different ammo that military, I believe I went into that 

at some length aft er Dick Ilevnabei's explanation. I doubt you knew him. He was a prof 

of classics and an expert gun buff. 

//ou are ambiguous in your comment about believing in the jet effect. Are you 

7tu -cestin that it wa!) the reverse r f Alvarez? :load it not work both ways? 

Thandai again, bout Ashes and good luck! 



EISENHOWER MEDICAL CENTER 
PETER A. LAKE, M.D. CENTER 

April 10, 1994 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Mr Weisberg: 

I am very flattered to have your kind and thoughtful letter of April 2, 1994. I am 
flattered because of your recognized position as dean of the critics. It was kind because of 
your concern about my reputation, especially now that I have declared publicly -- what 
must be true — that the JFK autopsy X-rays in the National Archives are altered. 

1 never had the opportunity before to thank you for joining our radio interview 
from Palm Springs in November 1992, so please accept my thanks now! Shortly after that 
you were kind enough to send me all of your books which I have since read at some 
length. In fact, after receiving your letter, I again reviewed in some detail your comments 
on the X-rays and photographs. 

I do have high resolution 35 mm slides of the Zapruder film. I got one set via 
Gary Aguilar. A second set has just been loaned to me by Noel Twyman. He had high 
resolution copies made, using optical enhancement techniques, from a film in the 
possession of David Lifton. I also have an excellent copy of the Z movie on videotape. I 
believe, therefore, that I have the best possible data. 

While in DC last October, the Archives personnel were very generous of their 
time with me; I had good parts of four days to carefully review -- and measure -- the 
photographs and X-rays. The most interesting part, of course, was the previously 
overlooked optical density study, of the skull X-rays. These measurements are really quite 
simple: the transmission of a 1 rnm beam of ordinary light is measured through selected 
points of the X-rays. This is entirely nondestructive and can be repeated by anyone else. 
It is, therefore, not necessary for anyone simply to take my word for any of these 
measurements. I am trying now to get Aguilar into the Archives so that he, at least, can 
attest to my sanity! An ophthalmologist surely should be able to see, don't you think? 

You are welcome to request copies of my data and conclusions, if this topic 
interests you. I do wish to reassure you, however, on the issues you raised in your letter. 
I first read Ebersole's recently released HSCA testimony in November 1993. I have 
reviewed it many times since then as well. Moreover, I had two personal telephone 
interviews with Ebersole shortly before he died; these were in November and December 
1992.1 can assure you that the blister& are still present and are very easy to see on the 
AP X-ray — on the right side of the skull. They are fairly small and did not interfere with 
my work. My primary conclusions about the remarkable whiteness and blackness, in any 
case, are on the lateral X-ray, where there are no blisters. By the way, Ebersole's pencil 
lines also appear to be authentic on these X-rays. They are visible on one side of the film 

1  Amazingly enough, I cannot reproduce such blisters with a hot tight! Was a chemical used? Was critical 
data destroyed? I don't know!. I do know that my colleagues and I have never seen anything like this! 
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but not on the other side. This is best seen at a glancing angle to the surface, under good 
lighting. 

In your letter you say, "However, I have never believed that any of the film was 
toyed with." I had not known that you had reached a final conclusion on this issue. I had, 
perhaps mistakenly, assumed, rather, that your position was more that of an agnostic on 
this question of X-ray authenticity. This surmise of mine was largely based on chapter 33 
of Post Morten,.  (an excellent title, by the way): 

"I was wrong in believing that, if they were ever brought to light, they would have 
to be manufactures — fakes. They may or they may not be. Or they may in part 
be genuine and in part fabricated [that is my position). As of now, I think they are 
genuine [quite a reasonable position at that time)." 

With these new optical density (OD) measurements it is extremely difficult to 
maintain that these X-rays are totally unaltered. They do indeed consist of an image of 
JFK. That is quite easy to verify by comparison to the pre-mortem X-ray. I took a good 
quality black and white print (8" x 10") of this film into the Archives with me. I also had 
the dental X-rays from the HSCA. I agree completely that the fine bony features of the 
face and sinuses as well as the dental shadows are those of JFK. But that is not the 
pertinent question. The primary question now is -- and always should have been: why is 
there no obvious missing tissue at the back of the head? What we see instead on the 
lateral X-ray is a remarkably white area, where it should appear relatively dark, 
secondary to significant missing tissue. And at the front of this same X-ray, there is a 
very large and remarkably black area, where rather little tissue was missing. 

It is now incumbent on anyone who maintains that these X-rays have never been 
altered to explain the following data. 

1. On the lateral skull X-ray, why is the transmission of light at the rear over 700 
times greater than at the front, whereas normal patients are in the range of 1 to 3? 

2. Why is the OD of this large white posterior patch almost the same as the 
densest bone of the human body, the petrous bone, which surrounds the ear canal? This is 
also remarkably different from patient X-rays. In fact, the ODs in this rear area for JFK 
imply very dense bone from left to right -- in an area where most of the X-ray image 
should be due to the much lower tissue density of brain. 

3. Comparison of this remarkably white patch on the right and left lateral X-rays 
clearly suggests that a physically very dense object must lie closer to one side of the 
skull. However, on the AP X-ray, not only is this asymmetry not seen, but such an 
inescapably obvious hyperdense object is nowhere  to be seen on the API That is not 
possible in the physical world that I know! 

4. Why is the shape of this very white area distinctly different on the two lateral 
X-rays along the superior border? Again, this is not the physical world that I know. 

5. How is it possible for the frontal area on the lateral X-ray to be so incredibly 
black? It transmits about 100 times less light than ordinary dark areas on patient X-rays. 
Furthermore, these lateral X-rays do offer evidence of skull bone on both right and left 
sides of the skull (within this black area) and the Archives photographs show that the 
brain is almost entirely intact in this area as well. It is simply not possible for this area to 
be so black (measurably so), when almost no tissue is missing here. 
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That is enough to give you the flavor of the new issues which have arisen from 
the OD measurements, but does not constitute the entire list of problems -- or of new 
findings. For example, the artifactual nature of the 6.5 mm, metallic-like object on the AP 
X-ray is yet another totally separate, but quite fascinating, discussion. 

I have discussed at some length why these changes cannot be explained by 
technical factors: they do, after all, appear largely the same on two lateral X-rays. That is 
a very serious problem for any conventional explanation. I also show that skull 
reconstruction will not work. The problems with all conventional explanations are very 
serious; to believe in any of them requires a great deal of faith -- and hope! Speaking for 
myself, I prefer a scientific explanation, if one is available -- and it is in this case. 

I have also explained that, in the1960s, the technology for such alterations was 
readily available (but probably never used before, thank God). This is easily documented 
in contemporaneous textbooks and articles; I have numerous copies of these. I have also 
spoken to radiology techs who worked during that era, including Jerrol Custer, and they 
all readily recall how they used to copy X-ray film. Using current duplicating machines (a 
modest improvement over the old manual approach), I was literally able in a few minutes 
to produce such composites (shades of the mythological Greek chimeras). One of these is 
remarkably convincing; if the HSCA experts failed to identify the composite features of 
JFK's X-rays, they would never have spotted this one either. It would be a simple matter 
to produce any number (or type) of these for you. (Perhaps I should start a new business!) 
It would have taken only a little longer in the 1960s to prepare such composites. Any 
objections to the explanation of composites should not waste any time on feasibility 
issues. If any useful counter arguments exist to this proposal of composites, they must be 
found elsewhere. 

But enough for now of the OD issues. I wanted to thank you also for your 
wonderful discussion in Post Mortem  of the necktie! When I saw it at the Archives (and 
measured it) a whole range of arguments ran through my mind, too. I see now that you 
had preceded me by many years. I am now sure that JFK used the same standard necktie 
knot that I use. Such a knot would place the knick within 1 cm of the bottom of the knot, 
on the left side, just as described in your book. As the bottom of the knot would have 
been very close to the suprastemal notch (just try it on yourself), any bullet which caused 
this knick would necessarily have been only about 1 cm above the suprasternal notch. 
That, of course, is grossly inconsistent with the photographs and also with the Parkland 
physicians' testimony. There can be no question but that the bullet passed completely 
above the tie and the shirt, just as you stated so long ago. The most important 
consequence of this, of course, is that Lattimer's experiments (in which he shot bullets 
through simulated necks and collars and disiovered that the exit hole was small -
presumably due to the restraint of the collar), although possibly true, are now totally 
irrelevant. If the bullet did not go through the shirt or tie, so what? 

I was greatly amused to read your Post Mortem comments on John Lattimer! I 
have heard from another source that this is vintage Lattimer -- setting himself up as an 
instant expert in an area totally foreign to his past training and experience! By the way, 
did you know that, in his previously widely touted article in the Resident and Staff 
Physician,  published after his visit to the Archives (from which he said that certainly 
Oswald did it), his X-ray drawings of the AP and lateral skull are grossly inconsistent 
with one another? I was incredulous -- even stunned -- when I first saw this nonsense. 
It's amazing, but I have never seen this gross error described in print anywhere. At any 
rate, so much for Lattimer — and also for peer review, and for radiological editing, too! 
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Well, I've gone on long enough here. I'm sure you and I could talk for hours — and 
probably agree on 95% of everything in this case. Perhaps we can yet do that! Do feel 
free to communicate at any time. My home phone number is 619-340-1964. The best 
time to phone is after 7 pm my time. 

With warmest regards, and my personal thanks for keeping these 
issues afloat until 1 could awaken to them! 

41, 

David W Mantik, MD, PhD 

PS. 	I have just completed a paper on the timineof the second head shot; the X-rays 
will not permit it to be where Josiah Thompson put it at Z 314.1 now also believe 
in the jet effect a la Alvarez, but it is not what everyone thinks it is. (In my 
prior career, before medical school, 1 was a physicist, during 1962 to 1972.) 
Additional support (among others) for this timing argument comes from the so 
called jiggle analysis. I have credited you as the first to propose this. Am 
correct in this? 
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